Many applications of machine learning, for example in health care, would benefit from methods that can guarantee privacy of data subjects. Differential privacy (DP) has become established as a standard for protecting learning results, but the proposed algorithms require a single trusted party to have access to the entire data, which is a clear weakness.
Introduction
Data privacy has gained an increasing amount of attention in recent years. The importance of rigorous data privacy mechanisms has been accentuated by several well-known examples of supposedly privatised data sets being used to identify individuals therein, such as (Barbaro and Zeller, 2006) and (Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2008) .
Differential privacy (DP) (Dwork et al., 2006; Dwork and Roth, 2014 ) is theoretically the best-founded way of protecting privacy. It gives mathematically provable guarantees against breaches of individual privacy that are robust even against attackers with access to additional side information.
The DP field is already well-established and a substantial amount of work has been done in the past decade. Many important techniques regularly used for solving machine learning problems have been considered under the privacy constraint. General principles have been proposed e.g. for maximum likelihood estimation (Smith, 2008) , empirical risk minimisation (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) and Bayesian inference (e.g. Dimitrakakis et al., 2013; Jälkö et al., 2016; Park et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015; . There are DP versions of most popular machine learning methods including linear regression Zhang et al., 2012) , logistic regression (Chaudhuri and Monteleoni, 2009 ), support vector machines (Chaudhuri et al., 2011) , and deep learning (Abadi et al., 2016) .
The standard methods assume that some trusted party has unrestricted access to all data in order to add the necessary amount of noise needed for the privacy guarantees. This is a highly restrictive assumption for many applications. In contrast, it is desirable to develop methods for a distributed setting where no such trusted aggregator exists.
A naive approach to distributed DP learning would require each party to add sufficient noise to effectively mask any single sample in the small data set they hold, which will require adding excessive noise.
In this paper we introduce a general strategy for privacypreserving Bayesian learning in the distributed setting with minimal overhead. Our method builds on the asymptotically optimal sufficient statistic perturbation mechanism and shares its asymptotic optimality. The method is based on a new DP secure multi-party communication (SMC) algorithm called Master-Compute algorithm (MCA) for achieving DP in the distributed setting. We demonstrate its performance on DP Bayesian inference using a linear regression model problem as an example.
Our Contribution
We propose a general approach that combines SMC with DP Bayesian learning methods, originally introduced for the trusted aggregator setting, to achieve DP Bayesian learning in the distributed setting.
To guarantee privacy securely and with maximal utility, we introduce a novel algorithm, MCA, for answering sum queries without a trusted aggregator. Our method uses Paillier homomorphic encryption scheme for secure aggregation together with a Gaussian mechanism for differential privacy.
Compared to the existing DP-SMC methods, our algorithm is faster and scales well with the number of data holders, while still offering good security properties. Set against the trusted aggregator setting, the method achieves almost the same noise level for any practical number of data holders.
Our method can guarantee privacy against colluding data holders and fault tolerance against data holders dropping out without adding new communication rounds or major key management problems.
The method can also support dynamic joins and leaves. In this case users can drop out of the scheme while others join it between the communication rounds without the need for running complicated setup routines.
We demonstrate the general framework and the MCA performance empirically by considering a problem of Bayesian linear regression in the distributed setting.
2 Background 2.1 Cryptographic primitives for secure multi-party computation
In this paper, we perform secure multi-party computation for calculating aggregated results based on homomorphic encryption. More formally, we use an additively homomorphic public-key encryption scheme (KeyGen; Enc; Dec). KeyGen is a key generation algorithm that creates a pair of a public key pk and a secret key sk. Enc(m) denotes a ciphertext obtained by encrypting message m under pk and Dec(c) denotes the decryption result of ciphertext c under sk. This scheme should be semantically secure, that is, a ciphertext leaks no information about the plaintext (Goldwasser and Micali, 1984) , and have the property that it enables computing Enc(m 1 + m 2 ) without knowing m 1 , m 2 and sk, given two ciphertexts Enc(m 1 ) and Enc(m 2 ) of messages m 1 and m 2 . Hereafter, we denote the property by Enc(m 1 ) ⊕ Enc(m 2 ). From among such schemes, we use the Paillier cryptosystem (Paillier, 1999) .
Differential Privacy
Differential privacy, originally introduced by Dwork et al. (2006) , is a method that gives strict, mathematically provable guarantees against intrusions on individual privacy. The main idea in DP is to add random noise to a data set in such a way as to mask the influence any single individual can have on the results calculated from the data.
Formally, we consider randomised algorithms on adjacent data sets, where adjacency means that the data sets differ by a single element, i.e., the two data sets have the same number of samples, but they differ on a single one. In this work we utilise a relaxed version of DP called ( , δ)-differential privacy, as in Definition 2.4 of Dwork and Roth (2014) .
The parameters and δ in Definition 2.1 control the privacy guarantee: tunes the amount of privacy (smaller means stricter privacy), while δ can be interpreted as the proportion of probability space where the privacy guarantee may break down.
There are several established mechanisms for ensuring DP. We use the Gaussian mechanism (Theorem 3.22 in Dwork and Roth, 2014) . The theorem says that given a query f with l 2 -sensitivity ∆ 2 (f ), adding noise distributed as N (0, σ 2 ) to each output component guarantees DP, when
Here, the l 2 -sensitivity on adjacent data sets D, D is defined as
We consider alternatives to the Gaussian mechanism in Section 8.
Differentially private Bayesian learning
Bayesian learning provides a natural complement to DP because it can inherently handle uncertainty, including that introduced because of DP (Williams and McSherry, 2010) , and it provides a flexible framework for data modelling.
Three distinct types of mechanisms for DP Bayesian inference have been proposed:
1. Drawing a small number of samples from the posterior or an annealed posterior (Dimitrakakis et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015) ; 2. Perturbing the sufficient statistics of an exponential family model Park et al., 2016) ; and 3. Perturbing the gradients in optimisation of variational inference (Jälkö et al., 2016) .
For models where it applies, the sufficient statistic perturbation approach is asymptotically efficient , unlike the posterior sampling mechanisms.
The sufficient statistic perturbation (#2) and gradient perturbation (#3) mechanisms are of similar form in that the DP mechanism ultimately computes a perturbed sum
over quantities z i computed for different samples i = 1, . . . , N , where η denotes the noise injected to ensure the DP guarantee. For sufficient statistic perturbation Park et al., 2016) , the z i are the sufficient statistics of a particular sample, whereas for gradient perturbation (Jälkö et al., 2016) , the z i are the clipped per-sample gradient contributions. When a single party holds the entire data set, the sum z in Eq. (3) can be computed easily.
Next we will consider calculating the perturbed sum of Eq. (3) securely in the distributed setting.
Secure and Private Learning
Let us assume there are N data holders (called clients in the following), who each hold a single data sample. We would like to use the aggregate data for learning, but the clients do not want to reveal their data as such to anybody else. The main problem with the distributed setting is that if each client uses a trusted aggregator DP technique separately, the noise η in Eq. (3) is added by each client, increasing the total noise level by a factor of N , effectively reducing to naive input perturbation.
To reduce the noise level without compromising on privacy, the individual data samples need to be combined without revealing them directly to anyone. For solving this problem, we present our Master-Compute Algorithm. 
Master-Compute Algorithm
We assume that the final query results can be partitioned into a sum over the results of some operations performed on the individual data samples, as in Eq. (3).
For the adversary model, we assume the clients are honestbut-curious, i.e., they will take a peek at other people's data if given the chance, but they will follow the protocol. We additionally assume at most T clients may collude to break the privacy, either by revealing the noise they add to their data samples or by abstaining from adding the noise in the first place.
In order to add the correct amount of noise while avoiding revealing the unperturbed data to any single party, we combine a homomorphic encryption scheme with the Gaussian mechanism for DP as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The idea is that each individual client adds a small amount of Gaussian noise to his data, so that when the individual data points are aggregated, the total noise is also Gaussian with variance that sums up to the correct level. The details of the noise scaling along with a proof that the result is DP are presented in Section 3.2.
Using homomorphic encryption the necessary summations can be done under encryption without revealing the unperturbed data. Since the standard Paillier scheme only works for integers, the values are represented in fixed-point format.
Our approach relies on two distinct entities called Master and Compute. Master is responsible for handling the cryptographic keys and for distributing the final unencrypted DP results, while Compute does the actual summations under encryption without access to the private key (see AlgoAlgorithm 1 Master-Compute Algorithm for secure distributed summation Input: Distributed Gaussian mechanism noise variances σ
Master generates a pair of secret and public keys (sk, pk), and shares the public key pk to Compute and to each of the clients 2: Each client simulates η i ∼ N (0, diag(σ 
by computing Dec(c 1 ), . . . , Dec(c d ) and distributes them to interested parties. rithm 1 and Figure 1 ).
Privacy of the mechanism
In order to guarantee that the sum-query results returned by Algorithm 1 are DP, we need to show that the variance of the aggregated Gaussian noise is large enough.
Theorem 1 (Distributed Gaussian mechanism). If at most T clients collude or drop out of the protocol, the sumquery result returned by Algorithm 1 is differentially private, when the variance of the added noise σ
where N is the number of clients and σ 2 j,std is the variance of the noise in the standard Gaussian mechanism given in Eq. (1).
Proof. Using the property that a sum of independent Gaussian variables is another Gaussian with variance equal to the sum of the component variances, we can divide the total noise equally among the N clients. This gives the minimum variance σ Scaling factor needed to guarantee privacy Number of colluding clients T=0 T=5 T=10
Figure 2: Extra scaling factor needed for the noise in the distributed honest-but-curious-clients setting with colluding clients as compared to the trusted aggregator setting.
compared to the standard DP. Since each client knows the noise values she adds to the data, she can also remove them from the aggregate values. In other words, privacy has to be guaranteed by the noise the remaining N − 1 clients add to the data. If we further assume the possibility of T colluding clients, then the noise from N − T − 1 clients must be sufficient to guarantee the privacy.
The additional noise factor c has to satisfy the inequality
which clearly holds when c ≥ N N −T −1 . The variance each individual client uses for generating the independent Gaussian noise that guarantees DP is therefore
In the case of all honest-but-curious clients, T = 0. The extra scaling factor increases the variance of the distributed noise, but this factor quickly approaches 1 as the number of clients increases, as shown in Figure 2 .
Fault Tolerance
The same strategy used to protect against colluding clients can also be used for creating a fault-tolerant version of the method. With the all honest-but-curious clients and T = 0, if one client fails to send his data then the summed up noise variance is not sufficient to guarantee privacy, and consequently the algorithm needs to be started again from the beginning with the corrected noise variance. When T > 0, at most T clients in total can drop or collude and the scheme will still remain private.
Computational scalability
There are two main bottlenecks in Algorithm 1: all the clients need to send their individual results to Compute, which then has to calculate the final sums under encryption.
A naive implementation with d-dimensional data, assuming each of the N clients simply sends d encrypted numbers to Compute which then sums them up one by one, has linear complexity O(dN ). The server-side computations parallelise trivially up to d ways.
For further parallelisation with N > d d-dimensional inputs, we could create a binary tree of Compute nodes such that each node calculates the sum of two vectors and sends the results to a higher level Compute node. In this case we could use N/2 i nodes for the ith layer, where i = 1 is the input layer, giving complexity of O(d log N ).
Security of the mechanism
In order to guarantee the security of the scheme, Master and Compute must not collude. The scheme could be made more resistant against such collusion using the binary tree aggregation outlined above as individual Compute nodes would then only have access to either very few samples or aggregates.
We assume the data providers have an interest in the results and hence they will not attempt to pollute the results with invalid values.
DP Bayesian learning on distributed data
In order to perform DP Bayesian learning securely in the distributed setting, we use the MCA Algorithm 1 to compute the required data summaries that are of the form shown in Eq. (3). In this Section we consider how to combine this scheme with concrete DP learning methods introduced for the trusted aggregator setting. These methods provide a wide range of possibilities for performing DP Bayesian learning securely with distributed data. They also exemplify the basic steps needed in order to convert a trusted aggregator setting method to the distributed setting.
The distributed algorithm is most straightforward to apply to the sufficient statistic perturbation method of and for exact and approximate posterior inference on exponential family models.
Foulds et al. (2016) and use Laplacian noise to guarantee -DP, which is a stricter form of privacy than the ( , δ)-DP used in Algorithm 1 Dwork and Roth (2014) . We consider here only ( , δ)-DP version of the method, and discuss the possible Laplace noise mechanism further in Section 8. The model training in this case is done in a single iteration, so a single application of Algorithm 1 is enough for learning.
Distributed Bayesian Linear Regression with Data Projection
We consider next the Bayesian linear regression (BLR) with data projection method in detail in the distributed setting. The standard BLR model depends on the data only through sufficient statistics, and the distributed data posterior inference approach discussed in Section 4 can be used in a straightforward manner to fit the model by running a single round of Algorithm 1.
The more efficient BLR of introduces data projection to reduce the data range by non-linearly projecting all data points inside stricter bounds. Since the DP noise level is determined by the sensitivity of the data, reducing the sensitivity by limiting the data range translates into less added noise. By selecting the bounds suitably, we only need to introduce a little bias while significantly decreasing the variance from DP. In the distributed setting, the data projection needs to run an additional round of Algorithm 1 and use a part of the privacy budget to estimate data standard deviations (stds). However, as shown by the test results (see Figure 4) , this still achieves significantly better utility with a given privacy level.
The method is described in detail in Algorithm 2. It estimates the DP sufficient statistics needed to fit a BLR model with data projection securely in the distributed setting. Full source code is freely available through GitHub 1 and a more detailed description can be found in the supplement.
The assumed bounds in Step 1 are needed for the initial estimation of standard deviations for scaling. These would typically be available from general knowledge of the data. The projection in Step 1 ensures the privacy of the scheme even if the bounds are invalid for some samples. We determine the optimal projection thresholds p j in Step 4 using the same general approach as : we create an auxiliary data set of equal size as the original with data generated as
We then perform grid search on the auxiliary data to find optimal thresholds by calculating the projection with different thresholds and comparing the prediction performances.
1 Available on publication ) and the distributed Gaussian mechanism variances calculated using the assumed bounds and privacy budget ( iter , δ iter ) 4: Estimate optimal projection thresholds p j , j = 1, . . . , d + 1 as fractions of std on auxiliary data 5: Each client projects his data to the estimated optimal bounds (−p j σ (j) , p j σ (j) ), j = 1, . . . , d + 1, giving projected data (x i1 , . . . ,x id ,y i ) 6: Aggregate the unique terms in the DP sufficient statistics by running Algorithm 1 with
id ,x i1yi , . . . ,x idyi ) and the corresponding distributed Gaussian mechanism noise variances calculated using the estimated optimal bounds and privacy parameters ( iter , δ iter ) 7: Combine the DP result vectors from Algorithm 1 into the symmetric d × d matrix and d-dimensional vector of DP sufficient statistics
Distributed differentially private variational inference
We can apply the same distributed algorithms also for DP variational inference Jälkö et al. (2016) ; Park et al. (2016) . These methods rely on possibly clipped gradients or expected sufficient statistics calculated from the data. Typically, each training iteration would use only a mini-batch instead of the full data.
To use variational inference in the distributed setting, an arbitrary party keeps track of the current (public) model parameters and the privacy budget, and asks for updates from the clients. Since this model trainer does not have any privileged access to the private data, the clients could also do the model training jointly, provided that there is an agreed upon method for selecting the mini-batches available.
At each iteration, the model trainer selects a random minibatch of fixed public size from the available clients and sends them the current model parameters. The selected clients then make use of Algorithm 1 to send the requested data to the model trainer, i.e., they calculate the clipped gradients or expected sufficient statistics using their data, add noise to the values scaled reflecting the batch size, encrypt them, and send them to the Compute. The model trainer receives the decrypted DP sums from the Master and updates the model parameters.
Experimental Setup
We demonstrate the secure DP Bayesian learning scheme in practice by testing the performance of the BLR with data projection, the implementation of which was discussed in Section 4.1, along with the MCA (Algorithm 1) in the all honest-but-curious clients distributed setting (T = 0).
For the MCA our primary interest is the performance of the algorithm. In the case of BLR implementation, we are interested in comparing the distributed algorithm to the trusted aggregator version as well as comparing the performance of the straightforward BLR to the variant using data projection, since it is not clear a priori if the extra cost in privacy, necessitated by the projection in the distributed setting, is offset by the reduced noise level.
We use simulated data for the MCA scalability testing, and real data for the BLR tests. As real data, we use the Wine Quality (Cortez et al., 2009) and Abalone data sets from the UCI repository 2 . We split the Wine Quality data to two parts for red wines and white wines. The data sets are assumed to be zero-centred. This assumption is not crucial but is done here for simplicity; non-zero data means can be estimated like the marginal standard deviations at the cost of some added noise (see Section 4.1).
For estimating the marginal std, we also need to assume bounds for the data. For unbounded data, we can enforce arbitrary bounds simply by projecting all data inside the chosen bounds, although very poor choice of bounds will lead to poor performance. With real distributed data, the assumed bounds could differ from the actual data range. In the tests we simulate this effect by scaling the data to [−5, 5] and then assuming bounds of [−7.5, 7.5], i.e., the assumed bounds clearly overestimate the true bounds, which adds more noise to the results. The actual scaling chosen here is arbitrary.
The optimal projection thresholds are searched for using 12 repeats on a grid with 20 points between 0.1 and 2.1 times the std of the auxiliary data set. In the search we use one common threshold for all data dimensions and a separate one for the target. The purely serial implementation scales well with a reasonable number of clients and dimensions as shown here. However, a more complicated parallelised implementation would be advantageous for significantly larger inputs.
arate test data set. The size of the test set in Figure 4 is 500 for red wine, 1000 for white wine, and 1000 for abalone data. We compare the median performance measured on mean absolute error over 40 runs using input perturbation Dwork et al. (2006) and the trusted aggregator setting as baselines. Figure 3 shows the Compute wall-clock times with several numbers of clients and dimensions. The serial implementation is clearly sufficiently fast for these cases but for larger examples the parallel implementations outlined in Sec. 3.4 may be necessary.
Results
Comparing the results on predictive error with and without projection (top row and bottom row in Fig. 4, respectively) , it is clear that despite incurring extra privacy cost for having to estimate the marginal standard deviations, using the projection can improve the results markedly with a given privacy budget.
The results also demonstrate that compared to the trusted aggregator setting, the extra noise added due to the distributed setting with honest-but-curious clients is insignificant in practise as the results of the distributed and trusted aggregator algorithms are effectively indistinguishable.
We further tested the performance of the same alternatives when changing the size of the data set with white wine data. The results (Supplementary Figure 1) show that the prediction accuracy does not significantly depend on the number of samples in the range [500, 4000].
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on secure DP Bayesian statistical inference in the distributed setting. The existing prior works mainly focus on answering simple database queries and on distributed classification.
Rastogi and Nath (2010) present a method for distributed DP time series analysis by answering simple queries on Fourier transform coefficients using a distributed Laplace mechanism. The distributed Laplace mechanism could be used instead of MCA in our work if pure -DP is required.
Pathak et al. (2010) present a method for aggregating classifiers in a DP manner, but their approach is sensitive to the number of parties and sizes of the data sets held by each party and cannot be applied in a completely distributed setting. Rajkumar and Agarwal (2012) improve upon this by an algorithm for distributed DP stochastic gradient descent that works for any number of parties. The fundamentally iterative nature of their stochastic gradient descent means the method cannot be combined with the asymptotically optimal sufficient statistic perturbation for DP Bayesian inference. Hamm et al. (2016) present an alternative aggregation method that uses an auxiliary public data set to improve the performance.
There is a wealth of literature on secure distributed computation of DP sum queries as reviewed by Goryczka and Xiong (2015) . Shi et al. (2011) present several DP definitions and results for the distributed setting. They also present the idea of noise scaling to achieve collusion resistance that is similar to our approach, although Shi et al. (2011) require that the colluding data holders still add noise according to the scheme, while we assume more adversarial colluders who can leave the noise out completely if they so choose.
The same idea of noise scaling was also used byÁcs and Castelluccia (2011), Chan et al. (2012) and Goryczka and Xiong (2015) . However, unlike the method of Shi et al. (2011) , all of these schemes can also provide fault tolerance by the addition of a separate recovery round after data holder failures.
Compared to the previous collusion-resistant and faulttolerant methodsÁcs and Castelluccia (2011); Chan et al. (2012); Goryczka and Xiong (2015) , the MCA effectively saves one round of communication and avoids more complicated key management issues by assuming that the key management and the untrusted aggregation are done separately. It can also support dynamic joins and leaves with very light overhead, since it does not require any pairwise secret key exchanging.
Finally, Wu et al. (2016) present several proofs related to the SMC setting and introduce a protocol for generating approximately Gaussian noise in a distributed manner. Com- pared to their protocol, our method of noise addition is considerably simpler and faster, and produces exactly instead of approximately Gaussian noise.
Discussion
We have presented a general framework for performing DP Bayesian learning securely in a distributed setting. Our method combines a practical SMC method for calculating secure sum queries with efficient Bayesian DP learning techniques adapted to the distributed setting.
DP methods are based on adding sufficient noise to effectively mask the contribution of any single sample. The extra loss in accuracy due to DP tends to diminish as the number of samples increases, and efficient DP estimation methods converge to their non-private counterparts as the number of samples increases . A distributed DP learning method can significantly help in increasing the number of samples because data held by several parties can be combined thus helping make DP learning significantly more effective.
Considering the DP and the SMC components separately, it is clear that the choice of method to use for each subproblem can be made largely independently. Assessing these separately, we can therefore easily change the privacy mechanism from the Gaussian used in Algorithm 1 to the Laplace mechanism, e.g. by utilising one of the distributed Laplace noise addition methods presented by Goryczka and Xiong (2015) to obtain a pure -DP method. The secure sum algorithm in our method can also be easily replaced with a more complicated and secure variant if more security is needed.
While the noise introduced for DP will not improve the performance of an otherwise good learning algorithm, a DP solution to a learning problem can yield better results if the DP guarantees allow access to more data than without privacy. Our distributed method can further help make this more efficient by securely and privately combining data from multiple parties.
Supplement
This supplement contains a more detailed presentation of the Bayesian linear regression with projection discussed in the main text and some additional test results.
In the following, we denote the ith observation in d dimensional data by x i , the scalar target values by y i , and the whole d + 1−dimensional dataset by D i = (x i , y i ). We assume all column-wise expectations to be zeroes for simplicity. For n observations, we denote the sufficient statis-
For the regression, we assume that
where we want to learn the posterior over β, and λ, λ 0 are hyperparameters (set to 1 in the tests). The posterior can be solved analytically to give
The predicted values from the model areŷ j = x jμ .
The DP sufficient statistics are given by nxx = nxx + xx , nxy = nxy + xy , where xx , xy consist of suitably scaled Gaussian noise added independently to each dimension. In total, there are d(d + 1)/2 + d parameters in the combined sufficient statistic, since nxx is a symmetric matrix.
The main idea in the data projection is simply to project the data into some reduced range. Since the noise level is determined by the sensitivity of the data, reducing the sensitivity by limiting the data range translates into less added noise.
With projection threshold c, the kth dimension of the data x (k) i is given by
This data projection obviously discards information, but in various problems it can be beneficial to disregard some information in the data in order to achieve less noisy estimates of the model parameters. From the bias-variance trade-off point of view, this can be seen as increasing the bias while reducing the variance. The optimal trade-off then depends on the actual problem.
To run Algorithm 2 (in the main text), we need to assume projection bounds (c j , d j ) for each dimension j ∈ {1, . . . , d + 1} for the data D. In the paper we assume bounds of the form (−c j , c j ). To find good projection bounds, we first find an optimal projection threshold by grid search on an auxiliary dataset, that is generated from a BLR model similar to the regression model defined above.
This gives us the projection thresholds in terms of std for each dimension. We then estimate the marginal std for each dimension by using Algorithm 1 (in the main text), to fix the actual projection thresholds. For this the data is assumed to lie on some known bounded interval. In practice, the assumed bounds need to be based on prior information. In case the estimates are negative due to noise, they are set to small positive constants.
The amount of noise each client needs to add to the output depends partly on the sensitivity of the function in question. Assuming that dimension j is bounded on an interval (−b j , b j ), and that the neighbouring datasets D, D differ only at element t ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the sensitivity for the (j, k), j = k element in the sufficient statistics is 
In contrast, with the projected data the corresponding sensitivity is readily calculated to be ∆ 2 (f ) ≤ 2c j c k , which shows how the projection reduces the noise level when c j c k < b j b k .
For j = k, the same calculation gives ∆ 2 (f ) ≤ b 2 j for the non-projected and ∆ 2 (f ) ≤ c 2 j for the projected data. Figure 5 shows the prediction error with fixed privacy parameters and changing sample size. The results support our claim that the projection method can improve predictive performance. 
Additional Results

